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In its early days the RAN realised it needed a
light utility aircraft to operate between NAS
Nowra and its secondary aircraft at Jervis Bay,
to HMAS Nirimba at Schofields, and to
Bankstown airport where much of the repair
and servicing of its front-line aircraft was
carried out. The Auster Autocar was the
answer, and although they flew in the shadow
of our more glamourous and powerful
machines, they served the Fleet Air Arm
faithfully for ten years. Kim Dunstan tells their
story.

Fairey-Reed two-blade metal propeller. Being a twodoor, high-wing, strut-braced monoplane visibility was
good, and its large flaps assisted short take-offs and
landings. The welded steel tube airframe, wings and
enlarged empennage were covered with doped linen.
The cabin had side-by-side seats for pilot and a
passenger, with a bench seat for two at the rear. Up to
295 kg (650 lbs) of freight could be carried with bulky
items loaded via a hatch in the cabin roof.
Undercarriage consisted of two fixed main wheels with
brakes and a small tail wheel. A Plessey six-channel
radio was installed with a whip aerial aft of the freight
hatch. (Continued on page 8)

The Auster J/5G was unusual as Fleet
Air Arm aircraft go, but they were
economical to operate, could ferry
passengers or light freight, and had
the range to operate effectively.
Built by Auster Aircraft Ltd, Rearsby,
Leicestershire, in the UK, production
of the four-seater J/5Gs began in
1951. It was a variant of the J-series
Austers developed from the earlier
Taylorcraft-Austers used in WW2. The
Autocar J/5Gs had the powerful 155
hp Blackburn Cirrus Major 3 engine,
with exhaust muffler and fixed-pitch

Auster 931 outside ‘G’ hangar circa 1955.
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The HMAS Sydney
Association is arranging
a special memorial
event in November 2021,
to mark the 80th
anniversary of the loss
of the ship and its entire
crew in an engagement
with the German raider
“Kormoran”.
The mystery of how a well
armed and alert ship such
as Sydney could be lost
with all hands to a
relatively lightly armed
German raider has
occupied historians for
many yearsSurvivors from the Kormoran describe how Sydney sighted
decades.
what she thought was a merchant ship at 1600 on 19 November 1941.
She closed the vessel and challenged it using visual signals. Kormoran
feigned inefficiency in responding, and also broadcast a fake message
claiming to be a ship in the name of Straat Malakka which required help.
Sydney’s efforts to establish the true identity of the vessel resulted in her
closing range to the point where she lost the advantage of her superior
armour and firepower. By 1715 she was almost abeam the Kormoran at
less than a mile distant.
At approximately 1730 the German captain ordered his false colours to be
struck, hoisted the German naval ensign and opened fire at point blank
range. It is likely his first salvo destroyed Sydney’s bridge, removing her
primary control. Sydney’s salvo passed over the raider without inflicting
damage. Further salvos from Kormoran struck Sydney’s bridge and
midships section, disabling her A and B turrets.
Sydney’s X turret opened fast and accurate fire, striking the raider in the
funnel and engine room. About this time one of Kormoran’s two torpedoes
hit Sydney in the bow section.
The two crippled ships limped apart, with Sydney receiving further hits.
She was on fire from the bridge to the after funnel. In the gathering
darkness she disappeared from view, with only a distant glare and
occasional flickerings to mark her position. By midnight all trace of her had
disappeared. None of the 645 souls on board survived, including all Flight
personnel.

See the story of
Sydney II here

Kormoran, heavily on fire, was
abandoned and scuttling charges fired.
At 0035 the mines she carried
exploded and she sank rapidly with the
loss of 81 lives.
The Memorial Event
The original intent was to hire a charter
vessel to proceed from Fremantle to
the wreck of the Sydney, but no
operator is prepared to commit during
the current COVID situation. Should
this not be possible, suitable
ceremonies and social events will be
held at Geraldton. It may also be
possible to use smaller vessels for a
shorter trip to the site.
The latest program plan can be found
here. The event is open to anyone
who served on any of the HMA ships
bearing the name ‘Sydney’, or their
relatives or their descendants.
This is a rare opportunity to pay your
respects to those who lost their lives.
Please register your interest on the
online form here). ñ
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Did You Know?

Sixty-seven years after plunging to the bottom of the
sea, the wreck of HMAS Sydney was found at a
depth of about 2500 metres, approximately 100 miles
off the coast of Western Australia.
Credit for the extraordinary find must go to the
“Finding Sydney Association”, a volunteer group who
formed an alliance with notable shipwreck finder
David Mearns, and who successfully lobbied Federal
and State Governments to fund a search.
The search team mobilised from Geraldton in
Feb 2008 and sailed the following month to
scour an area of the seabed about the size of
the ACT. Despite equipment setbacks the first
objective, to find the resting place of the
Kormoran, proved successful on the 12th of
March. With that wreck as a datum the remains
of Sydney were located four days later.
News of the discovery was quickly
communicated ashore and an official
announcement was made by Kevin Rudd, the
then Prime Minister, on 17th March.
The relatively rapid result was largely due to the
extraordinary measures Commander Detmers,
the Captain of the Kormoran, had taken to keep
a record of the battle. He had hidden his report
as barely discernible dots under letters
appearing in a dictionary given to him as a
prisoner. The original dictionary was found by
Mearns in the possession of Detmers’ nephew.
It was the ‘primary source’ that searchers only
dream of finding. ñ

Right: Prior to her loss, HMAS
Sydney had been very active in the
war, including bombardment of
Bardia (Libya) on 20th June of 1940
when her Seagull V was shot down
(right). The aircraft had been
engaged in spotting when it was set
upon by a number of enemy fighters
intent on its destruction.
Despite spirited defence, the Seagull
was peppered with holes and made
a forced landing at a nearby friendly
airfield, where the undercarriage
collapsed and the aircraft written off.

Left: The Seagull was a robust aircraft but by 1939 was already
obsolete, to the extent they were removed from all Australian light
cruisers before the end of the war. Sydney carried hers into the
Kormoran battle, however, and no doubt it and the six Flight members
were lost during the conflict. You can read a general Heritage article
about the Seagull IIIs and Vs here. ñ
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Wall of Service Update
Order No. 48 is now open for applications with the
following names so far:
K. ENGELSMAN O2154 CMDR (P) Feb 63 – Jul 10
E.H. DALE A35562 POAF(A) Dec 47 – Mar 54
W.J. CALLINGHAM R95087 CPOATA3 Oct 65 – Oct 85
J. McCAULEY O105961 LCDR(P) Mar 70 – Jan 84
W.R. WARE R51285 LSMET Aug 55 – Aug 61
D.R. HILL R96182 CPOATA Jul 67 – Mar 85
T.J. BULLEY O125389 CMDR WEA Oct 78 –
R. GOLDEN R103606 ABATA Jul 68 – Jul 74
G. S. SEALY R107017 LSATA Nov 69 – Nov 79

Why not get your name put on the Wall as a lasting
record of your Service? You’ll find all the details about
it, the cost of doing so and how to here. ñ

† REST IN PEACE †
Since the last edition of ‘FlyBy’ we have become
aware of the loss of Andy Curran, John Dudley
Basil Nash and Peter Railton-Woodcock.
You can read a little more on our Obituary pages
here, and, if you are a member of the Association,
you can leave a comment there if you wish.ñ

Due to popular demand the FAAAA has
organised another batch of Fly Navy stickers.
They are self-adhesive, made of high quality
fade-resistant vinyl, and are 200 x 60cm in
size. See image above for the design.
On the printer’s website they were a
prohibitive $5.50 each, but our buying power
means we can do them for just $1.50 each
inclusive of domestic postage (minimum order
5), or $1.40 each if you order 10 or more.
The last batch went like hot cakes so don’t
delay if you want any. Simply send the
Webmaster an email here, advising how
many you want. He will respond with payment
details and will post them to you once he has
your money. They are in stock and available
for immediate delivery.
Marcus Peake. Webmaster ñ

If you maintained or flew
Wessex or Sea Kings in
support of Operation
between
and
BursaBursa
between
1980 1980
and 1989
you may be eligible for the
award of an Australian Service
Medal (CT clasp)…but you will
need to apply for it soon.
Find all the details on our
website here.
(and don’t forget to tell all your mates about it).

SEE FURTHER UPDATE P.15ñ
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successfully landed the badly damaged B747 in
Manila.
Peter Lipsett ( ex Sea Kings ) was the First Officer on
QF 72 which suffered a loss of control in flight as
detailed in Kevin Sullivan’s ( ex USN F14 ) wonderful
book “No Man’s Land” which describes the risks around
automation when it goes wrong.
Other recent COVID induced retirements off the B747
include Guy Knox ( ex As350/SK50 and SH70)
and Steve Vooles ( ex S2G Observer and
UH1/AS350B pilot).
Dear Editor
I thoroughly enjoyed the last newsletter, particularly the
articles on the B747 and the Qantas Centenary. As
someone who has skin in the game in both arenas I
thought you, and the readership, might like to know of
the contribution former FAA pilots have made in the
success of Qantas in recent times. Small in number,
but big in professionalism and competence you will be
pleased to know.
After leaving the FAA ( UH1B/H, AS350, QFI Macchi)
in 1989 I ended up joining the Flight Operations
Management team in 2011 as the B767 Fleet Manager
and then in 2003 was promoted to become the Head of
Flying Operations responsible for the flying standards,
policy and safety of all five fleets comprising around
130 aircraft and around 1,800 pilots. I had the privilege
of Captaining the last B767 commercial QF flight in
Australia in December 2014. With the 767 retirement I
moved to the B747-400 with many highlights but the
one that really resonates was Commanding an
around-the-world charter for Constellation Journeys in
2019.
The Covid pandemic and consequent downturn in
International and Domestic flying has seen around 250
Long Haul pilots, including myself, leave Qantas in
December 2020. The majority of those remaining are
stood down indefinitely. Recent ex FAA retirees
include:
Captain Mike Fitzgerald (ex Observer and HS748
Pilot ) who rose through the ranks to become a B743
Senior Check Captain and Head of Flight Training for
the B747. Mike captained B747-200 VH-EBQ into
Longreach QLD on 16 November 2002 where it
remains on exhibition as part of the Qantas Founders
Museum.
Captain John Bartels ( ex A4s ) Captained QF 30 from
HKG- MEL which suffered a mid-air explosion of a
passenger oxygen bottle on 25 July 2008. John

Current FAA pilots still in QF include Captain Anson
Needam ( AS350, HS748 and PC9 QFI) who was on
the last pilots course to go through Pt Cook. Anson is
the newest former FAA pilot to gain his QF Command,
this time on the B737 based in PER.
Gary Kubel ( UH1B/C/H SK50, Wessex31B, QFI CT4
and HS748) has been a B767 Captain and is now
waiting for International flying to pick up as an A380
pilot.
Tony Nelson ( Wessex31B, AS350,QFI on CT4 and
XO HMAS Darwin) was undergoing his Command
training when COVID hit and all flight training ceased.
Andrew Crocker ( AS359/SH70B and QFI PC9 ) was
also a B747 pilot and is currently in the Flt Ops
Management in the Flying Audit team.
Captain Allen Dickinson ( UH1B/H and HS748) is
currently an A330 Captain and is also in Flight Ops
Management. Allen recently headed up a multi-million
dollar project to introduce a new 21st century flight
planning system for all QF flights. Allen also represents
QF at IATA conferences in the Regulatory Affairs area.
Mick Galvin.
Ex QF Captain and RAN LCDR P. ñ
Dear Editor,
Congratulations on the award of the ASM for Operation
Bursa. I have submitted my details pertaining for
recognition of award.
Whether I indeed qualify time will tell. Regardless, I
would be most grateful if you are able to convey my
most sincere thanks to those personnel who gave so
much of their time to make the awarding of the medal
possible.
Thank you for the wonderful web pages throughout the
year. Have a wonderful new year.
Regards, Jock Hetherington (The Flying Scot). ñ
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Dear Editor,
Hope you had a great Xmas & NY. A side issue on your
VG article on QANTAS was its loose association with
the FAA especially DET 1 of the HFV.
The two sections of DET 1 flew commercial to Manila
on their way to Vietnam on 15 and 16 Oct 1967. I do

not know about the first group but those of us on the
second flight were welcomed on board with much
fanfare and had a very pleasant trip. Especially those
of us in First Class. I believe the remainder of the
sailors in economy were also well looked after.
Below is part of an article I wrote for ‘ A Bloody Job Well
Done’.
On the 16 October the section led by LCDR Pat Vickers
departed Australia from Mascot on a Qantas 707 for
Manila.
The flight over was the only way that anyone should go
to war. First Class! Once the seat belt sign was
extinguished the head steward started bringing the
drinks trolley around. However, to our dismay he
avoided the six of us. Initial thoughts were that Vickers
had put us on stoppage but the steward only wanted to
satisfy the paying passengers first as a few minutes
later after announcing to the passengers who we were
and why we were on board said that it was ‘your turn
now’ and proceeded to keep us well fortified for the trip.
The reaction from the passengers was incredible
resulting in spontaneous applause and “Well Done”
from all and sundry. It still brings a tear to my eye
whenever I relate this tale. A bit different from when we
returned to Australia on a QANTAS Charter Flight.
Though we did not give a damn as we were coming
home.
I still have my Qantas “crossing the line” certificate and
I remember that the meal started with “Kangaroo Tail
Consume”. A lot better than the ‘C’ rations that we got
used to for lunch.
Attached is a photo of our group boarding the aircraft,

and also a Crossing the line Certificate.
Cheers, Ball. ñ
Gooday all you Old Sea Dogs,
Have been thinking lately about the four Tracker
Aircraft that were loaned from H.M.A.S. Melbourne
To U.S.S. Ticonderoga ( CV14) and four tracker in
return from Ticonderoga back to Melbourne. I forget
the year now, I know I was on 817 Wessex Helos at
the time, but the four yank Trackers that came over to
Melbourne had one hell of a job trying to land on
Board, especially one in particular, who had many
attempts, eventually making the grade.
It would be interesting to know of any Pilots or ground
crew that were involved in this swap, possibly ,the first
swap, of it’s kind in the R.A.N.F.A.A. and hear
their views and how they enjoyed their time in
Ticonderoga and how it all originally came about.
I can assure it certainly was a very interesting
exercise.
Standing By! DEWFAY.
By Ed: Well, you S2 people, the question is on the table!
Were you involved with the Ticonderoga swap, or can you
tell us about the USN crews who boarded Melbourne?
Simply send your story to the Editor here. ñ
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FOXY LADY GROUNDED AS REPAIRS
TO VINTAGE SEA VIXEN FIGHTER
HALTED

share the skies with the collection’s Sea Fury T20 twoseat trainer.
“It is difficult having to make choices between
historically-important and beautiful aircraft,” said Navy
Wings’ spokeswoman Louise Evans. “They all have
their place in our story.
“We will not do anything to render the Sea Vixen unfit
to fly in case someone comes forward in the future and
she will continue to be a star attraction at Yeovilton Air
Day.
“She will always have a special place in the hearts of
many and continue to impress and inspire for years to
come.”

Published: 11 Dec 2020 by FAAOA

The world’s last flying Sea Vixen fighter has taken to
the skies for the last time after custodians abandoned
restoration plans.
After three years’ work attempting to restore Foxy Lady
to flying order after the jet’s airframe was badly
damaged in a heavy landing, Navy Wings say they are
still £2m short.
The veteran interceptor has not flown since she landed
‘wheels up’ at RNAS Yeovilton back in 2017 after her
undercarriage failed following an appearance at an air
show at Duxford.
Sea Vixens, with their distinctive twin boom tail, was a
mainstay of Royal Navy carrier operations in the 1960s
through to the early 70s.
Foxy Lady was delivered to the Fleet Air Arm at the end
of 1963 and served with 899 Naval Air Squadron until
1971
She was donated to the collection of vintage naval
aircraft at Yeovilton in 2014, the last of 145 Sea Vixens
built for the Royal Navy still airborne, and was a regular
on the display scene until the accident.
Although Commander Simon Hargreaves brought the
aircraft down safely, the speed and force of the landing
left the aircraft with cracks in both tail booms, a badly
damaged gearbox and warped bulkheads in her engine
compartment.
Three years down the line and despite hopes of
crowdfunding or a ‘white knight’ to underwrite repairs,
the charity has taken the reluctant decision to halt the
repair and maintain Foxy Lady as a non-flying exhibit.

The charity, which keeps the flame of Fleet Air Arm
memories and sacrifices alive by maintaining vintage
naval aircraft, intends to formally take ownership of
most of the former RN Historic Flight.
With the 2020 display season mostly guillotined by the
pandemic, the Yeovilton-based charity hopes to return
to the skies in earnest in 2021 with Swordfish W5856,
the Sea Fury T20 and the tiny Westland Wasp
helicopter at the core of its air show appearances. ñ

Mystery Solved
A little while ago we
asked if anyone knew
who the gent in the
painting was. Kim
Dunstan identified him
as John Dudley, who
successfully took up
painting after he left the
Fleet Air Arm.
Born in Shanghai in
1931, Dudley came to
Australia as a refugee
just prior to Pearl
Harbour. He joined the RAN as a recruit Naval Airman
in ’51 and became an Observer, serving variously on
723, 851, 816 and 817 Squadrons. He also spent
some time at the School of Languages specialising in
Mandarin, and had sought postings with Foreign Affairs
– although it is not clear if he was successful in that
endeavour. In later life he became an International
Broadcaster with Radio Australia and won many
awards for his portraits, of which the above is one (ie a
self portrait).
Dudley died in February 2018 after a long illness. We
have raised an Obituary here. ñ

Instead the charity will focus its efforts on restoring a
single-seat Sea Fury FB11 to airworthiness, so it can
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The RAN’s Littlest Aircraft (continued from page 1)

RAN Austers arrive
In 1953 the aircraft carrier HMAS Sydney (111) was
deployed to the UK arriving at Portsmouth in May
where the ship’s company participated in the
Coronation Celebrations for Queen Elizabeth 11.
The day after the Coronation Sydney set course for
Glasgow arriving at King George Dock two days later.
The next day, 6 June 1953, Sydney embarked 13
embalmed Fireflies and two Auster Autocar J/5Gs, all
despatched by road from nearby RNAS Abbotsinch
(HMS Sanderling). With loading completed by 1700 the
ship proceeded down the Clyde heading for
Portsmouth.
On 15 June Sydney joined the 229 strong Spithead
Fleet Review where her aircraft participated in a
massive 300 aircraft flypast.
On Sydney’s return to Australia, on 13 August all
RAN Auster Autocar J/5G in brief (*performance
subject to conditions)
Type: Communications and utility work
Seats: 1 pilot and up to 3 passengers
Number ordered: 2
Delivered: 06 June 1953
Height: 2.3 m (7 feet 6 inches)
Length: 7.1 m (23 ft 2 inches)
Wingspan: 10.9 m (36 feet)
Power: Single air-cooled, 4-cylinder Blackburn
Cirrus 3, 155 hp
Max speed: *101 knots (116 mph, 187 km/h)
Range: *430 nmi (500 miles, 800 km)
Deleted: October 1963

aircraft were disembarked to NAS Nowra, where the
two Austers joined the fleet requirements unit 723
Squadron.
Auster A11-300 & A11-301
The RAN Austers were among the early Autocar J/5Gs
produced at Rearsby (a total of 94 were built). The
factory serial numbers were 3059 and 3064 but
allocated A11-300 & A11-301 respectively on delivery.
They were painted silver in RAN service, first using the
‘D’ roundel which changed to the kangaroo roundel in
1956. During their decade of service A11-300 had side
number 930 on the fuselage which was later changed
to 856; A11-301 had 931 then 857. The airfield code
letters NW (for Nowra) were on the tail fin. NAVY
appeared on the fuselage and on the underside of the
starboard wing. The Austers were not armed and did
not carry guns or bombs.
Auster activities
After arriving at RANAS Nowra, in August 1953, the
Austers were soon engaged in communication duties
flying between Nowra and HMAS Nirimba at
Schofields, a former RAAF airfield, about 50 km W of
Sydney CBD. When Nirimba was commissioned in
April 1953 the plan was to use it as a storage area and
repair yard for RAN aircraft with a squadron based
there. As the Austers could fly the 120 km to Schofields
in less an hour they were in frequent use during the setup period at Nirimba. Two years later, due to budget
cuts, the repair yard plan for Nirimba was cancelled becoming a Navy Apprentice Training Establishment in
July 1958.
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The Rogue Auster Episode

Other Activities

In 1955, while flying an Auster near Schofields,
Commander John Groves RN made radio contacted
with Air Traffic Control at Sydney Airport, offering to
follow a runaway Auster Archer J/4 which had taken off
from Bankstown Airport without a pilot. Apparently, the
J/4’s engine cut-out on the runway, so the pilot
dismounted and flicked the propeller whereupon the
engine sprang into life - but the brakes didn’t hold, and
the Auster quickly became airborne. The full story can
be found here.

An important role for the Austers was to provide flying
time for pilots not attached to a squadron in order to
keep their pilot’s license current. As the Auster controls
and layout was different to the big front-line Navy
aircraft, reading the Auster Pilot’s Notes was essential
before taking to the air. Occasionally pilots who were a
little ‘rusty’ (or on conversion training) could be seen
doing ‘kangaroo hops’ down the runway while
attempting to land. Yet the Auster was a sturdy little
aircraft - although one pilot managed to bend the
undercarriage after bouncing off the runway in 1957.

To Bankstown and Elsewhere
As most of the major overhauls and repair work on RAN
aircraft took place at the Fairey Aviation Company at
Bankstown Airport, about 27 km from Sydney CBD, the
RAN Austers were regular visitors to Bankstown,
ferrying pilots to or from Nowra or collecting spares or
workshop repairs. Again the Austers proved to be an
economical and convenient means of communication
between NAS Nowra and Bankstown.
In the early 1950s the Austers were able to land at
Sydney’s Kingsford Smith Airport (Mascot) the main
domestic and international airport in order to collect
personnel and VIPs as necessary. This option didn’t
last long due to the rapidly increasing volume of
passenger and freighter aircraft using Kingsford Smith
Airport.
Closer to home the Austers did random fights to Jervis
Bay airfield, a satellite airfield about 26 km E of NAS
Nowra, which was used for emergency landings and
aircrew training. The Auster flights covered personnel
transfers to or from the airfield, and sometimes visitors
to nearby HMAS Creswell.

The Navy Gliding Club at NAS Nowra sometimes used
the Austers to tow gliders into the air during weekend
gliding activities. As part of the RAN’s 50th Anniversary
‘Open Day’ at Nowra, on 2 October 1961 (attracting
10,000 people), Auster A11-300 (856) did a
demonstration launching of a ‘Kookaburra’ glider.
Then, for the amusement of the crowd, the Auster was
‘stolen by a drunk’ (a cunningly disguised Navy pilot).
Farewell the Austers
By 1959 with additional Sycamore helicopters arriving
at NAS Nowra they soon took over the utility and
communication assignments, leaving the Austers for
the unattached fixed-wing pilots to maintain their flying
hours. Because the Austers were now redundant they
were both were disposed of in October 1963 having
served a decade with the RAN.
With their low flying hours, sturdy design and
economical running costs the Austers were quickly
sold. A11-300 was purchased by the Murray Border
Flying Club and registered as VH-MBF; whereas A11301 went to E. J. Davis at Corowa to be registered as
VH-MRD. Since then both aircraft have passed through
various owners and are believed to be still in existence.
Interestingly, the word Auster is Latin
for south - where A11-300 and 300
made their home.

Auster Anecdotes

The following letters appear in
‘Slipstream’ March 2017, page 11.
No 1:
I do have some memories of one of the
Auster Autocars but have no idea if it
was 931 or 856. I do not suppose that
really matters, the situation is still the
same.
The Auster was a sturdy little aircraft but a heavy landing inflicted this
damage to 301 in March of 1957

It must have been around 1958 or
1959 and two Austers lived at the
Maintenance Repair Section, which
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out and grabbed the wing struts.
Our weight saved the day.
I think one of the blokes was
Bob Green but someone else
must remember the day. Ron
Smith
No 2:
I read with interest the request
for info on the Austers we once
had. If my memory serves me
correctly it was the late Jeff
Gledhill who arranged for the
purchase of two of them for use
as communication aircraft to
Schofields and Bankstown.
As a keen young lad, I was keen
to add another type to my
logbook and in November 1954,
did a 35-minute check out with
Peter Cabban. I had a couple
of local trips, but it wasn’t until
1957 that I flew them again.

Courtesy ADF Serials.

was Hangar B. The only time I ever saw them flying
was when a senior pilot needed to maintain his flying
hours. On this particular day, I think it was Commander
Air in control. Runway 21 was the active strip, and the
wind was as strong as I have ever experienced at
Albatross.
The approach over the golf course was made on full
power, which was unusual for a light, fixed prop aircraft
such as an Auster. The aircraft also appeared to be
alarmingly slow as it flared and power was reduced, the
head wind was such that the Auster jumped back in the
air and the pilot applier full throttle, straight away, to
avoid a stall. Five landing attempts were made, with the
same alarming result.
The reg Chief came running out of the office of AMCA
and rounded up eight onlookers, including me. Four of
us waited on the western side of the strip, just down
from the piano keys and the other four stood on the
eastern side. Down came the Auster, at full throttle but
very little ground speed. This time the pilot kept full revs
and as it touched down four blokes from each side ran

I think we had initial problems
with left hand stick and righthand throttle after Fireflies and
Sea Furies. Some tried to
change hands for landing,
crossing their arms across their
chest, some just set it up,
closed the throttle and grabbed
the stick with the right hand, for essentially a glide
approach. Another problem was the overhead elevator
trim control which was easy to forget which way to turn
it.
My most memorable trip was to take a passenger to
Mascot in January 1957 (can you imagine being
allowed to do that now!). There was a fairly strong
westerly blowing, and the duty runway was the main
north/south strip. I was having trouble holding on the
useless wheel brakes taxing for the return trip and
requested departure from an intersection only to be told
somewhat officiously that DCA regulations required the
full strip to be used; at which point I ran out of brakes
and spun around into the wind; approval rapidly
followed.
My troubles weren't over because on return to NAS
Nowra, I found the wind had swung around to the south
east and was nicely split between 21 and 08 and
blowing quite a gale. Not being very confident of coping
with that much cross wind, I elected to land into the
wind diagonally across the 21 concrete threshold and
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rolled to a stop still on the concrete.
That was about the end of my Auster fun; not really my
most favourite aircraft, but it brought back memories
when I started to fly light aircraft with the Canberra Aero
Club and had to go through the left hand/right hand
business again. I finally got used to it and wondered
what the problem had been all about. Norman Lee. ñ

80 Years On: The Loss of the SS Almeda
Star

On Friday 17 January 1941 the Royal Navy Fleet Air
Arm suffered its most grievous loss when
Commander Kptlt Heinrich Lehmann-Willenbrock
fired four torpedoes into the SS Almeda Star.
Three hundred and sixty souls lost their lives that
day, 142 of which were Fleet Air Arm personnel.
The Almeda Star had been built in 1926 and was
normally used for luxury passenger
and refrigerated cargo services
between the UK and South
America. In January 1941 she
sailed from Liverpool bound for the
River Plate. The FAA personnel,
comprising 21 officers and 121
ratings, were to be dropped off at
Trinidad, where they were to attend
the FAA’s Observer and Air Gunner
School at HMS Goshawk.
At 0745 the German U-Boat fired
one torpedo at the vessel, bringing
her to a stop. She transmitted her
one and only distress message.
Two further torpedoes struck her at
0805 and 0907 hours, but she failed
to sink.
Lts G. Aylott,
R. Wrightson &
G. Alderson
were amongst
those lost.

The submarine surfaced to shell the
ship and observed four lifeboats
and people still on deck. Having
struck her with about 15 incendiary
shells, the U-boat fired a fourth
torpedo which caused her to sink by
the bow within three minutes.

Seven destroyers searched the area for survivors but

not a trace of the ship or the people upon it was ever
found.
The average age of the Fleet Air Arm men who lost
their lives was just 22. This tragic day remains the
single highest number of deaths suffered in RN
Aviation history to date. ñ

New Book by FAAAA Member
Described on the flyleaf as “An engaging account of an
Australian flight deck crewman’s life, of lifelong
friendships and dangers shared, and adventures on the
high seas, in the skies and in foreign ports”, Tas
Brownings’ new book sounds like a great read.
A review of the
book is provided
by
Judith
Flitcroft, author
of ‘Walk Back in
Time’, who says
in part: “I love
reading
autobiographies and
this one “Where
Life Falls” by Tas
Browning does
not disappoint
on any level. I
usually feel like
an interloper into
someone else’s
life. The style of
this memoir made me feel as a comfortable family
member.
The bulk of the book reveals Tas’ life in the Navy in
particular on board HMAS Melbourne, where he built
up a navy family who have kept in touch over the
years…”
You can obtain a copy of the book directly from TAS.
Cost is $29:95 + $5.50 P&P. Email your interest to him
here, or ring him on 0417 124 655. ñ

PLEASE!
At the time of writing this newsletter
over 380 members have yet to renew
their subscription. It is our sole
source of income so, if you have not
done so, please help by making your
payment now. Details on the back
page. ñ
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EDITORAL
The Future
of the RSL

He cites examples of how the RSL has remained silent in
contemporary veteran issues – a long list including the
recent Brereton Report. He sums up this moral and actual
abandonment succinctly: “The once great organisation
that had the ear of Prime Ministers and governments from
across the political spectrum has fallen silent in recent
years. As a result its relevance in the eyes of
veterans…and the general public has also fallen.”

But it is Mr Lynn’s suggestion to reverse this irrelevance
that is particularly interesting, as it suggests bringing
“FlyBy” does not normally concern itself with affiliation,
together contemporary veterans organisations like ours
rivalry with or even comment on other Ex-Service
under an RSL umbrella with a new name and a new
Organisations. My own views are they generally try to
purpose. It involves sharing seats on their Board, the
do the right thing, with varying degrees of success.
property assets of the League, and its considerable
There are many of them: not just those that seek to
wealth. He suggests opening up membership to direct
connect explicit groups of people, such as ours, but
descendants of veterans, and reconciliation between
also those to look to provide a broader range of
Clubs which have, for years, been squabbling over
services – like Soldier On, the Defence Force Welfare
assets. He looks to this new alliance to build a vision that
Association, War Widows and so on.
ensures the legacy of our veterans – ALL veterans – is
protected, fought for
But I do have a particular
‘The once great organisation, that had the and, ultimately, never
view of the Returned
forgotten.
Services League. It is
ear of Prime Ministers and governments
It would be a mammoth
based on, some would
from across the political spectrum, has
say, somewhat trivial
task but I can’t help
fallen silent in recent years’
examples of personal
agree. Individually our
organisations
are
experience: like being
relatively weak. Certainly none have the status of the RSL
advised by a Sydney-based RSL that veterans wishing to
which, between WW2 and the Korean conflict, was the
join the Club would stand in line behind ordinary people
who walk in off the street, or noting for years the almost
most powerful non-government organisation in Australia
complete lack of any input into recent pay cases before
and which, despite its recent woes, still has a voice and
the resources to do good – if only it chose to use them.
the Defence Force Remuneration Tribunal (the RSL was
previously a powerful and respected Intervener in such
You can read the transcript of Mr Lynn’s speech here. It
matters).
is not long, but provides some interesting food for thought.
So it was with interest that I read the transcript of a
The above editorial does not necessarily reflect the views of
December 2020 speech entitled “The Future of the RSL”
the Fleet Air Arm Association of Australia. ñ
by Charlie Lynn. Mr Lynn, who I do not know, is a former
army Major and former Parliamentary Secretary for
Veteran’s Affairs in the NSW Parliament. He has also
been honoured both in Australia and PNG, has been
passionate about the development of the Kakoda Trail,
and has led 99 expeditions across it since 1991.
In his speech Mr Lynn argued that unless the RSL
undertakes a radical change to meet the future needs of
generations of custodians of the Anzac Legacy, it will not
have a future. It’s a bold statement and it resonated.
The thrust of his argument is that the RSL, which has
enjoyed not only generous charitable status and
generation of considerable wealth through the
introduction of poker machines and Art Union lotteries,
has completely failed to hear the cries of younger
veterans who are experiencing greater adversity at home
than they ever did on the battlefield – dreadful statistics
such as unemployment five times the national average,
high homelessness and double the national suicide rate.
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We are doing a ‘Heritage’ feature on the
Macchi trainers and need to hear from
anyone who maintained or flew them.
We are particularly interested in:
• Your experiences with flying/working on the
Macchi.
• Individual stories or memories of them.
• What you liked/didn’t like about them.
Simply email the Editor of FlyBy here to tell him
you can help. ñ

HARS is trying to get/keep the
former RAN Historic Flight Iroquois
airworthy again but are desperate
for the skills and experience of a UH1 qualified avionics maintainer.
If anyone wishes to help, or knows
someone who might, please contact
Greg Morris on 0403 075 270. ñ

Mystery Photo
No. 62
The only contra-rotating
propeller aircraft in the
Fleet Air Arm inventory
was the Fairey Gannet,
which this is not.
But what is it?
Please email your answer
to the webmaster here. ñ
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As we were going to print, so to speak, news came
through that a decision has been made regarding the
restoration of Dakota N2-90, ex-RAN Historic Flight
asset (RANHF) and now part of the HARS Navy
Heritage Flight.

The Historic Aircraft Restoration Society purchased the
Dak as part of a ‘job lot’ in 2018 and it was eventually
trucked to Albion Park (see above) where it has been
undergoing a detailed assessment to determine its
future.

The aircraft was transferred to the RAN in Feb 68. It
was retired in April 1973 and was then used for
Apprentice training at Schofields until being handed to
the RANHF in 1985.

The initial plan was to restore the aircraft for static
display at HARS, Albion Park, with an emphasis on the
aircraft’s role in Queen Elizabeth II’s royal visit in 1954.
But now, after a survey of its age and condition and
generous donations from former crew, the aircraft will
be restored close to its original glory by HARS
volunteers under project leader Bill Smith.

The Dak, which was kept in pristine flying condition for
many years, suffered a long decline when the Navy
decided in 2004 to discontinue the Historic Flight.
Partially stripped, it was pushed onto the tarmac to
deteriorate while lengthy, circular and often fruitless
debate occurred over the Flight’s future. Aside from
neglecting a valuable part of the FAA’s rich heritage,
this decision resulted in a valuable Commonwealth
asset losing value as it rotted in the weather.

Above. Stephen Swan, one HARS’ volunteers, works
on replacing a weather-tarnished window on the
Dakota.

If you are interested in supporting the efforts of HARS
volunteers in a meaningful and practical way you can
purchase one of their Gift Cards here.
(Story and photos courtesy of HARS) ñ

Above. Keith Boundy is a very active HARS volunteer
– here demonstrating some lights he has recently
installed.
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Bursa Recognition Update 29 Feb 21
The Operation Bursa Team is
continuing to process applications for the award of the
Australian Service Medal (ASM)
with clasp Counter Terrorism/
Special Recovery (CT/SR), for
personnel involved in operations
conducted in Bass Strait in the
1980s, for the protection of
offshore oil and gas platforms
against potential terrorist attack.
The Team successfully processed 176 applications before Christmas and was
expecting a full in-box on return. However, it appears
that the initial flood has become a trickle. Since
returning from leave, the team has successfully vetted
another 24 applications and is now waiting for more
business.
Keep spreading the word to your mates. Approximately
600 personnel should be eligible, so that means only a
third of those who qualify, have applied. For those still
applying, please write your details with care. Some
applications are “open to interpretation” with the hand
writing. This problem should go away once Defence IT
finally delivers the on-line form.
We are fielding questions about “when will I get my
medal”. Firstly, in response to sending in your
application you will get either:
• confirmation that your information has been
“received and registered” (or words to that effect),
in which case no additional action is required on
your part; or
• notification that more information is required; in
which case your application cannot be processed
until such requested information has been provided
(if you need to access your old records from
Defence, email ADF.Records@defence.gov.au
with your request)
If you have not received a response from the team
within two weeks of sending it, please resubmit, as we
process all applications within 14 days of them being
received in our email.
So, where are you in the processing order? Generally,
you will be in one of the following batches if you
received a positive response (ie “registered” or similar)
in the specified time frame:

Applications which have been vetted by the team are
sent to Navy Honours and Awards for quality control
checking and sample auditing. On completion of that
activity, they are forwarded to Defence Honours and
Awards for final processing and medal engraving.
The current expectation is that those personnel in
Batch 1 should receive their medals in March.
So, if you have received advice that your application
has been registered, there is nothing else to do
(providing there are no follow up questions generated
by Navy H&A or Defence H&A), other than wait for the
medal. Of course, if you received a “more information
required” type response, it is up to you to provide this
to the team if you wish to progress your application.
You can access the (paper) application form and
instructions here. ñ

DFRDB UPDATE - JANUARY 2021
Our apologies for the lack of Updates since our last, but
we have not been idle and have been working intently
on bringing our concerns with the DFRDB scheme
before the Courts.
As expected, Herb’s CDDA application has now been
formally rejected by the Directorate of Special Financial
Claims (DSFC). The application was submitted in
March and it took DSFC until December to finalise it.
And even though it was largely irrelevant to the claim,
DSFC still used the Ombudsman’s Report as the
primary justification for rejection.
After further consultation with our barrister, we have
determined that the only challenge open against the
legality of the DFRDB Act is on constitutional grounds,
so Herb has now prepared a case.
Our thanks for the erudite efforts of Bill Arden (WgCdr
retired), whose research identified the perceived
breach of section 51(xxxi) and located legal
determinations which we can cite during our legal
challenge.
We have been trying to locate Defence Instructions
which relate to the DFRDB scheme, particularly any
which may have been promulgated after the DFRDB
Act was enacted in June 1973 and after Defence Force
(Retirement and Death Benefits Amendments) Act
1977 was enacted in February 1977. If anyone has any
copies they can forward, or knows where they may be
sourced, it would be greatly appreciated.
Jim Hislop OAM President

Batch 1 – notified before 19 Nov 20
Batch 2 – notified between 20 Nov 20 and 9 Dec 20
Batch 3 – notified between 10 Dec 20 and 28 Jan 21

This is an abbreviated version. You can read the full
update here. ñ
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Subscription payment details for
members:
NSW DIVISION:
Account Name: FAAAA
BSB: 637 000
Account: 7168 19 388
Reference: Membership Number or your surname+initial
Amount: If you receive ‘Hard Copy’ Slipstream - $35.00
If you receive Electronic Slipstream – $25.00
Cheques: The Treasurer FAAAA NSW Division, PO Box 28,
NOWRA 2541. Ensure you put your full name on the back!

ACT DIVISION:
Account Name: FAAAA
BSB: 032 719
Account: 374 093.
Reference: Membership Number or your surname+initial
Amount: If you receive ‘Hard Copy’ Slipstream - $30.00
If you receive Electronic Slipstream – $20.00
Cheques: The President FAAAA Act Division, 41 Noarlunga
Crescent, BONYTHON 2905. Ensure you put your full name
on the back!

If you need some advice/help
You can make a payment as per the
instructions on the left, but if you need to
contact your Secretary you can do so using the
links below.
NSW – Dick Martin
ACT – George Sydney
VIC – Mal Smith
SA – Jan Akeroyd
TAS – Graham Nicholas
WA – Keith Taylor
QLD – John Stewart
or: Contact the Database Manager, Rocky Norris,
who can offer advice on your membership details.
Did you know you can pay for future years of
membership in advance (except ACT Division)?
This will protect you from future price increases,
and will save you from the chore of renewing each
year.
Simply make your payment a multiple of however
many years you wish to sign up for: e.g. for a NSW
Slipstream ‘Softcopy’ recipient, one year = $25,
two years = $50.00 and so on.
VIC DIVISION:

SA DIVISION:
Account Name: FAAAA
BSB: 065 118
Account: 009 05 668.
Reference: Membership Number or your surname+initial
Amount: $45.00 per annum
Cheques: The Treasurer FAAAA SA Division, 460/1075
Grand Junction Road, HOPE VALLEY 5090. Ensure you put
your full name on the back!

Account Name: FAAAA
BSB: 083 961
Account: 3108 23774.
Reference: Membership Number or your
surname+initial
Amount: If you receive ‘Hard Copy’ Slipstream $45.00
Associate Members - $10.00
Cheques: The Treasurer FAAAA VIC Division, PO Box
2179 RMH Post Office, PARKVILLE 3050. Ensure you
put your full name on the back!

QLD DIVISION:
Account Name: FAAAQld
BSB: 034 611
Account: 171 277.
Reference: Membership Number or your surname+initial.
Amount: $30.00 per annum.
Please note subs would be appreciated no later than end
Jan21.
Cheques: The Treasurer FAAA QLD Divn, 6/74 Mattocks
Rd., Varsity Lakes, QLD 4227. Ensure you put your full
name on the back!

TAS DIVISION:
Account Name: FAAAA
BSB: 037 013
Account: 13 3119.
Reference: Membership Number or your
surname+initial
Amount: $35.00 per annum.
Cheques: The Treasurer FAAAA TAS Division, 7
Danbury Drive, LEGANA 7277. Ensure you put your
full name on the back!

WA DIVISION has declined to publish its payment details. If you have any queries please contact the Secretary.
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